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The iKUP browser, a web-based interface to the kidney and urinary pathway knowledge base (KUPKB) [4], shows ontologies coming of age by enabling
biologists to ask questions of integrated data that form hypotheses that are being tested in the laboratory. That is, semantically annotated data have been
delivered to the target users in a form that they can use to change how they
undertake their job. iKUP uses a browsing approach to query the KUP data
as its users are usually not bioinformaticians that will design and use sophisticated scripts or workflows, and they are almost certainly not users familiar with
semantic web technologies. The KUPKB contains data from high-throughput experiments on the kidney and the urinary system. The experimental data is richly
interconnected to other biological data to form a single integrated repository for
querying and exploration. The KUPKB uses multiple biomedical ontologies that
act as a controlled vocabulary for standardised annotation of the datasets. These
ontologies’ semantics are used to ask queries that return intelligent answers that
form part of the biologists’ hypothesis generation process. By reducing the data
to common representation languages like the Web Ontology Language (OWL)
and the Resource Description Framework (RDF), we have shown semantic web
technologies offering novel opportunities for data analysis.
The iKUP browser supports renal biologists in finding data integrated from
many disparate data sources, providing a simple interface to survey a large set
of the KUP domains ’omics experiments simultaneously. At present, biologists
must gather and integrate many data sets by hand and this integration is vital
as genes, proteins, and small molecules have to be co-ordinated across many
’omic levels through investigations reported by many people. By hand, this kind
of integration and querying is long, tedious and error prone. Users can use the
iKUP browser to search for a molecule (mRNA, miRNA, Protein) or list of
molecules. The query box exploits the label and synonym tags for molecules to
guide the user with their search via a dynamic suggestion box that pops up as
users type. Once users confirm the molecules they are looking for are present in
the KUPKB, the application performs a SPARQL query based on these search
terms to generate the results. The results show known information about each
molecule from the range of datasets in the KUPKB. For each result, the user
can see where anatomically the molecule is active and under what conditions.
The metadata for each experiment is captured using ontologies. Datasets are
collected in spreadsheet based templates that have ontologies embedded inside
them. By using a spreadsheet template we provide a lightweight and familiar
mechanism for the community of renal biologist to submit data. By embedding
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the ontologies inside the spreadsheets, we are able to collect ontological annotations from the users by stealth. These semantic spreadsheets are created using
RightField [7] which provides a mechanism to embed ontology based restrictions
on values inside the spreadsheet. These consistent and precise metadata help to
integrate the different experiments and are presented to the user on querying the
KUPKB via iKUP. Every search result is accompanied by a navigable polyhierarchy that is generated from the ontological metadata. This hierarchy provides
a faceted browser that exploits the semantics of the ontology to perform intelligent filtering of the data. For example, filtering the results on experiments on
the glomerulus of the kidney will include in the results any experiments where
the sample is glomerular or any part of the glomerulus, thus spanning from gross
anatomy to the cellular level.
The KUPKB is public and open-access, and biologists are encouraged to submit new datasets to the KUPKB. So far, over 160 experiments have been sourced
from the literature and public databases. All biological identifiers are normalised
to a common identification scheme based on de facto URIs sourced from linked
data resources, such as Bio2RDF [1] and OBO ontologies. To provide deeper
querying and more flexibility, the knowledge base is also accessible through a
SPARQL endpoint. The iKUP application is online at http://www.kupkb.org
and the SPARQL endpoint is at http://www.e-lico.eu/kupkb/sparql. Many of
the datasets and ontologies are sourced from public repositories, however, a specific KUP Ontology (KUPO) was developed and is available from http://www.elico.eu/kupo. The source code for the KUPKB website is open source and available from http://code.google.com/p/kupkb-dev. Both the KUPO and the KUPKB
were built by engaging our non-Semantic Web savvy users in the building process using tools such as Populous [3] and RightField. Using such tools enables
iKUP’s users to engage with the building process, delivering the annotated data
for the KUPKB and extensions to the KUPO without having to have knowledge
of OWL, RDF, SPARQL and related tools. We have taken this approach in an
attempt to make the KUPKB sustainable and scalable.
The KUPKB was designed to fulfil specific requirements from members of
the KUP community. These requirements include the integration of experimental datasets with existing biological databases about genes, proteins, miRNAs,
metabolites and diseases. This type of data integration provides a constant challenge for bioinformaticians. One goal of the KUPKB was to show how many of
these challenges can be overcome when data are aligned to a common representation and reuse is maximised. To do this we have reused portions of Bio2RDF
and made the KUPO as an application ontology, reusing and extending many
OBO ontologies [6].
The KUPKB utilises the state of the art in semantic web technology wherever possible. At its core is the RDF triple store that stores the data. After an
evaluation we decided to use a Sesame framework [2] backed with a BigOWLIM
storage and inference layer [5]. The iKUP web application is built using the
Google Web Toolkit (GWT). Whilst the primary search on the iKUP website is
powered by SPARQL, we also exploit the ontologies using the Java based OWL
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API to classify results and handle the faceted browsing. We load all the ontologies into the OWL API and use the OWL-DL reasoner HermiT for classification.
This provides us with the necessary inference to generate the hierarchy and drive
the dynamic filtering of results on the web site. We can develop the whole application using a single programming language as Java interfaces are provided for
Sesame, the OWL API and GWT. The importance of having such APIs in place
can not be underestimated. The iKUP browser is a demonstration that semantic
technologies are sufficiently matured so that they can deliver competitive data
integration solutions.
The KUPKB and iKUP show ontologies coming of age by fulfilling some of
their promise. The KUPKB has used ontologies to provide a common semantic
framework for a broad range of previously semantically heterogeneous data. The
use of Semantic Web technologies provides the means to integrate and query
these data. The key to the coming of age is the iKUP user interface; without a
simple means to access these integrated data, our biologist users would not and
could not use the KUPKB; ontologies come of age when they deliver meaningful
use to their intended users. This has now happened with the KUPKB, with
biologists testing hypotheses generated via the iKUP in laboratories. Though
the KUPKB is relatively small, it does what semantic technologies are supposed
to do and show what is possible with biology’s rich resource of data once issues
of heterogeneity are taken away and the means of delivery to its users is taken
into account.
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